
 

 

 Criminology (Unit 4 Crime and Punishment) Exam based 

Title: What is the main aim of punishment; Retribution or Rehabilitation? 

The purpose of the summer work is to develop your understanding of a key component of Unit 4 

Task(s):  

1. Read the powerpoint and make notes 

2. Research the ADX Florence Supermax Prison and Bastoy Prison (Norway) using the 

hyperlinks and make notes on the advantages and disadvantages of each 

3. Complete re-offending report and explain reasons why re-offending is so high in the UK and 

what can be done to cut re-offending 

4. Complete the exam question: Evaluate the death penalty (8) 

Resources: 

• Narrated PowerPoint placed on Doddle to expire in September 

• Recorded tutorial session  

• Web reports: Just how bad are American 'supermax' prisons? - BBC News 

• Crime and punishment, Norwegian style - BBC News 

 

 

Criminology (Unit 3 From Crime Scene to Courtroom) Controlled Assessment 

Title: DNA Evidence Profiling 

The purpose of the summer work is to develop your understanding of a key component of a key 

investigative technique in criminal investigations 

Read the PowerPoint and complete the tasks (as outlined below): 

1. Read the article on the development of DNA profiling and create a timeline explaining how 

the technique developed to solve the murder of Dawn Ashworth and Lynda Mann. 

https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/jun/07/killer-dna-evidence-genetic-profiling-

criminal-investigation 

2. Watch the video to gain further information on how DNA profiling was developed as a 

technique  - The Birth of DNA profiling - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz6p8EgJZ3w 

3. Use the links to carry out research on the use of DNA evidence in each of these key cases: 

Sally Bowman - https://www.theguardian.com/politics/blog/2010/apr/09/reality-check-

conservatives-dna-bowman 

Collette Aram -  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-nottinghamshire-45561514 

David Butler - https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-19412819 

4. Watch the video extract from Crimewatch and answer questions on the attached PDF file. 

5. Based on the research tasks make a list of strengths and weaknesses of the using DNA 

evidence in criminal investigations; 

Resources: 

• PowerPoint with task instructions and video and web links 

• PDF with Questions and video link 
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